WHEN THE PACE OF
CHANGE ACCELERATES –
BE PREPARED TO CHANGE

or Get Left Behind
Key learnings from these Independent Agents ranging
from scratch start-ups, former captives and established
multi-office agencies all have something in common –
the critical need to anticipate and pivot when change
demands it. All of them have flourished in a time of
uncertainty and challenge. You can too!

acquisition strategies, as shown in Figure 2, while
annually, an average of 10 agencies are displaced from
the Top 100 Ranking due to rapid growth among peers.
Review of 27 acquired agencies, we see impact to over
5,000 agency employees who experienced ownership
change.

Agency Mergers & Acqusitions

• Allstate continued along its Transformative
Growth Plan, which includes changing
commission structures and intention to expand
its independent agency network, following its
purchase of National Generalv

No. of Acquisitions

Unprecedented disruption within the insurance agency
sector is changing the landscape for thousands of independent and captive agents. Within the last 5 years, the
industry has witnessed 3,248 agency acquisitions, with
a high of 791 in 2020.i According to the annual tracking by
Optis Partners, year-end figures for 2021 are anticipated
to exceed the 2022, with 553 acquisitions completed
within the first 9 months.ii This level of M&A would
suggest that 1 in every 150 agents have experienced a
form of ownership disruption in the last 5 years.iii

Carrier distribution model disruption furthers change for
captive and independent agents. In the last year alone:
• Nationwide completed the transition of
approximately 2,000 formerly captive agents
to its independent agency channeliv
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• L
 iberty Mutual Insurance announced plans to
transition its more than 2,200 exclusive insurance
agents in 200 offices across the country to working
for a new digital agency of exclusive agentsvi
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data from https://optisins.com/wp/2021/10/sep-2021-ma-report/

For smaller P/C agencies, competition for markets and
carrier appointments is intensifying as the largest, most
influential agencies continue to consolidate the sector.
A review of Insurance Journal’s Annual Top 100 P/C
Agencies Ranking over the last 5 years illustrates the
impact of M&A activity within the top tier. The same Top
10 agencies jockey for position through aggressive

The M&A disruption and new distribution models alter
agency working environments, increase competition in
many markets, impact compensation, job satisfaction,
geographic opportunity and growth. While unplanned
change can be for the better, for many agents, being in
control of the change is preferred.

Figure 2

2021 Rank

2017 Rank

Agency Name

2020 Total P/C Revenue

2016 Total P/C Revenue

1

1

HUB International Ltd.

$1,720,414,956 		

$1,107,702,000

2

7

Acrisure LLC

$1,625,552,907 		

$478,614,530

3

2

Lockton

$1,464,722,000 		

$1,000,411,000

4

3

Alliant Insurance Services Inc.

$1,308,752,191 		

$656,293,229

5

5

AssuredPartners Inc.

$1,304,675,748 		

$546,904,035

6

4

USI Insurance Services

$1,183,528,929 		

$574,963,909

7

8

BroadStreet Partners Inc.

$701,660,000 		

$338,700,000

8

10

EPIC Insurance Brokers & Consultants

$586,625,618 		

$188,637,000

9

6

Confie

$507,292,482 		

$515,060,000

10

9

NFP

$494,969,000 		

$214,013,378

MAKING THE NEXT MOVE

In response to market trends, many agents are creating new
opportunities for themselves and their families by:
•
•
•
•

Turning independent from captive
Starting up a new agency
Buying out the agency they’ve help to grow
Growing their own agency through M&A activity

Many of these endeavors require resources and access to
markets that hinge on the receipt of appointments by carriers.
It can be said that the odds are stacked against start up and
small agencies to receive appointments, given the requirements of proof of historical performance and ability to meet
certain volumes.

Sample requirements for appointment:
•

Quality of location and appearance of agency

•

Have access to ‘desirable’ clientele

•

Consistently profitable with good
collection practices

•

Have an established history of proﬁtable growth

•

Report premium volumes, carriers, target markets

•

Have a business plan and review annually

•

What technology and platforms are use
and what are their plans for the future

•

Have a strong community presence

•

Have a spirited drive for acquisition

•

Ability to write $1 million in new business
premiums within the succeeding 12-24 months

In this paper, we’ll share four success stories of individuals
taking risks to change their circumstances and the benefit
each received by working with a leading insurance network
to overcome these barriers. The Smart Choice® network
partnership brings the combined strength of over 9,000
agents, offering financial resources, industry expertise and
appointment support to elevate the opportunity for agents to
succeed, whether starting up or acquiring an agency.
The following interview excerpts took place in the late fall of
2021 between Insurance Journal’s Pam Simpson and current
Smart Choice® agency owners.

FROM CAPTIVE TO
INDEPENDENT AGENCY

“I had nothing when we started
except a dream and a passion to succeed.”
-Independent Agent Jeremy Powers, founder of Powers Insurance
Experts, former captive agent

Jeremy Powers managed an Allstate
captive agency for over a decade. Despite
his steadfast brand loyalty, Jeremy
experienced an internal conflict that the
coverage offering limited his ability to
provide clients with the best coverage
at the best rate. Feeling restricted by the
Allstate offering, in the spring of 2020,
Jeremy chose the mission to put people
first, over his loyalty to his brand, and left
Allstate to start his own agency. “From
the beginning, our focus has been putting
people first. The independent space not
only gives us the products and the ability
to make sure we’re offering the best
solution, but we also have more technology
to leverage and make sure our customers
get the best experience.”
Jeremy had limited funds and no track
record as an independent agent - significant barriers to entry for the startup agent.
Turning to Smart Choice® representatives
Jeremy had known during his tenure with
Allstate, he found a solution that required
no upfront investment and offered him
access to carriers to gain appointments
without proof of performance. Smart
Choice® arranged meetings for Jeremy to
gain agency appointments with Selective
and State Auto; provided him access to an
affordable rating system and stepped him
through requirements to establish himself
and his office for launch by his anticipated
start date. An expert in personal lines,

Jeremy began writing new business
immediately, selling an average of
$100,000 in premiums each month and by
month 14, he’d hit the million-dollar mark.
Now, within 18 months, he has a book of
approximately $1.6 million, almost entirely
personal lines. His retention rate is close
to 98% and his business is all generated
through word of mouth, aided by over 165
five-star ratings on Google. Jeremy has
received both local and state awards
for best agency in record time, further
validation that this was the right change.
Most recently, when a local agent’s book
came up for sale, Jeremy began the
evaluation process with the aid of Smart
Choice’s® expertise in agency acquisition.
This will mark the next stage in Jeremy’s
growth plan with the network partner.
A single parent of two small children,
with $3,000 in reserve, Jeremy took a
leap of faith with the full support of Smart
Choice® and found immediate success.
When asked how he’d summarize the
benefit Smart Choice® brought as an
agent of change, Jeremy shares, “First,
they help you get started, it’s almost like
plug and play. Second, they get you in
front of great carriers that you’d unlikely
have an opportunity to get in front of on
your own. Third, I have direct hotline to
my Smart Choice reps, Rick and Angela,
anytime I need anything. That is priceless.”

INCREASING REVENUE
& PROFITABILITY
“It’s tough to get carrier appointments,
especially if you’re in a town where there’s a lot
of competition and those carriers have already
appointed other agencies. It makes it even
tougher to increase revenue.”
-2nd Generation Independent Agent Bryan Clinkscales,
owner of Boone-Ritter Insurance

Bryan Clinkscales purchased his first
agency upon his father’s retirement, as
a natural succession plan, in 2002 and
grew the agency to four locations and
$15 million in premium through subsequent acquisitions in 2007 and 2014.
Spiking M&A activity in 2021 and steep
competition for carrier appointments
led Bryan to consider next steps for his
agency – to acquire or be acquired – and
if he stayed in the business, how best to
expand and become more profitable. He
decided to be an acquirer, and following
the acquisition of a Smart Choice®
agency, Bryan became acquainted with
a Smart Choice® representative, who
proposed a review of his volumes to see
how best to maximize his profitability.
Smart Choice® performed an analysis of
Bryan’s book of business and identified
contracts that would be more profitable
if converted from direct contracts to
Smart Choice® contracts, where the
commission structure would be higher.
To date, Bryan has converted $3 million in direct contract premiums over to
Smart Choice® contracts. “We’ve got
$2 million with just one carrier that we
moved over. But we also had these small

books with carriers that we were struggling to grow, to get to profit sharing level.
Now we are at that level just by moving
those books over to Smart Choice®, and
those combined are another $1 million
in premiums. I can’t wait to see the year
end numbers!”
In addition to gaining access to more
carriers through the Smart Choice®
relationship, Bryan now actively
works with his Smart Choice® Territory
Manager to identify additional acquisition opportunities. Smart Choice®
facilitates the transaction of either the
entire agency, or books, depending upon
the desires of buyers and sellers. They
are there to assist with the evaluation,
analyze the profitability and support with
financing solutions if necessary.
What is Bryan’s advice to other agents?
“If I know an agent is going out on his
own, I’ll say it’s going to be tougher to
get markets, call Smart Choice®, and see
what they can offer. The way they do
business, it’s going to be easier for you.
You’re going to maximize your efforts.”

FROM ANALYST TO AGENT
WITH SMART START
“With Smart Choice®, the benefit you have, is
they actually go and present you in front of the
carriers. They do all of the legwork that needs to
be done for you to get appointed.”
– Gulraiz Sultan, owner Maple Insurance Group

Drawing on his experience as a claims
adjuster, risk manager and insurance
analyst, Gulraiz Sultan left his position
with Selective Insurance to pursue his
insurance license in 2015. As much as
he knew about insurance, he lacked a
sales track record and essentials required
for carrier appointment and Gulraiz was
denied at his first carrier appointment
interview. Though praised for his skills
and enthusiasm, he was advised to work
for another agency. Taking this advice to
heart, Gulraiz began driving an Uber by
night and selling for an agency by day.
Early in this new journey, Gulraiz met
a Smart Choice® agent who shared his
success story and the benefit of starting
up with Smart Choice®, “You don’t have to
pay them anything, they have the Smart
Start program to get you started and really
help you get your foot in the door with
carriers.”
Within the week, Gulraiz had signed with
Smart Choice® and worked with his representative to plan his launch. In the spring
of 2016, Gulraiz launched his agency
using the Smart Start program and wrote
approximately $300,000 in premium the

second half of 2016. Still new to all the
nuances of both personal and commercial
lines and without staff support, Gulraiz
utilized Smart Choice’s® Smart Start
program to gain full access to carriers
and staff to handle the ‘backoffice’ for him,
without any premium volume requirement. Over time, Smart Choice® facilitated
a number of carrier appointments and
as Gulraiz developed a specialization in
international risks, the book grew another
$900,000 in year two and a steady
$1 million annually after that. Smart
Choice® has continually sought out
new carriers to meet the unique needs
of Gulraiz’ policyholders and support
retention against market competitors
when rates are being undercut. “Their
level of sincerity, honestly and integrity
has really helped us to get where we are
today. They have been a huge part of my
success – they are my success. Without
them, I don’t think any of this would have
been possible.”

GROWTH THROUGH
ACQUISITION
“All of my agency purchases had been Smart
Choice® agencies up to that point. But my
newest location was not a Smart Choice® agency,
and I saw that as an opportunity for me to put
things into the Smart Choice® system and give
me more markets for that agency.”
– Lee Ann Pridgeon, owner of AllCare Insurance Service

Lee Ann Pridgeon’s acquisition journey
has been driven by outreach from agency
owners within her market. With the benefit
of the Smart Choice® network partnership,
6 of her 7 acquisitions spanning 2015-2020
came through her local network of Smart
Choice® agents, illustrating an ease of
transition and ready market within the
network. Though the financial structure of
each transaction varied, receipt of reports,
information flow and support by Smart
Choice® representatives, made her understanding of each opportunity transparent.
In 2008, Lee Ann became a first-time owner when she purchased the Smart Choice®
agency she’d worked at for 15 years. Eight
years later, she was approached to purchase three Smart Choice® agencies from
retiring owners within her local insurance
association. While seeking financing
for those agencies, an ailing gentleman
reached out to her to purchase his Smart
Choice® agency and she found herself
negotiating the close of two transactions.
Within 9 months of those acquisitions, Lee
Ann received a call from another Smart
Choice® agency owner with failing health
and paid him out that day. In July of 2019
Lee Ann was presented with an opportunity
to purchase her first non-Smart Choice
agency and she saw new opportunity. Lee
Ann could derive value by converting the

direct contracts into Smart Choice®
contracts for greater profitability. Further,
this agency had few carrier appointments
and wrote very little commercial businesses.
By converting this acquisition into a
Smart Choice® agency, Lee Ann expanded
its market accessibility and expanded its
commercial book. Lee Ann’s final acquisition, in 2020, came through Smart Choice®
and represented new markets for her
agencies.
While Lee Ann sought her own financing early in her M&A journey, she found
convenience with Live Oak Bank, one
of Smart Choice’s® partnerships offering
member agencies access to financing
through the largest SBA-backed lender in
the US. Smart Choice® also partners with
Oak Street Funding, specializes in providing insurance professionals with capital
based on future revenue. This allows agent
owners the option of a cash-flow loans
to launch initiatives without borrowing
against personal assets.
Post acquisitions, Lee Ann’s Smart Choice®
representative continues to assess her
contracts for the most profitable structures.
Her story is one of network support for
M&A on both the buyer and seller side.

CONCLUSION
Jeremy, Gulraiz, Bryan and Lee Ann would all agree, access to carriers
facilitated their change. Whether starting up or expanding, the Smart
Choice® partnership network provided the aggregated size and strength
each needed to compete against the largest agencies within their
markets. Access to carriers with minimal to no volume requirements has
allowed each to focus first on customer needs, resulting in greater close
and retention rates. The resulting reputations of these owners has
furthered their growth, making each one a force within their markets.
Gulraiz shared a mentor’s advice that influenced him greatly, “If you
have a job, you can do well for yourself and your family, but if you have a
business, you can actually do well for generations.”
The Smart Choice® partnership network is there to support your choices
throughout your agency’s evolution; from start up through succession.
Learn more here.

About Smart Choice
Smart Choice® offers a wide range of products and services to its
partner agencies, including access to personal, commercial and life
markets, in addition to business builder and business saver products.
Currently serving over 9,000 agents nationwide, Smart Choice® has
agreements with more than 100 national and regional carriers. Smart
Choice agency partners collectively write more than $11 billion in
premium annually.
The Smart Choice® Agents Program is a wholly-owned program of
Worldwide Insurance Network, Inc. (WIN), headquartered in High Point,
North Carolina. For more information, visit www.smartchoiceagents.com.

www.smar tchoiceagents.com
888.264.3388

This paper was completed through collaboration with
Insurance Journal's Research & Trends team
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